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Abstract—The increasing penetration of renewable energy
sources, the demand for more energy efficient electricity produc-
tion and the increase in distributed electricity generation causes
a shift in the way electricity is produced and consumed. The
downside of these changes in the electricity grid is that network
stability and controllability become more difficult compared to
the old situation. The new network has to accommodate various
means of production, consumption and buffering and needs to
offer control over the energy flows between these three elements.
In order to offer such a control mechanism we need to know
more about the individual aspects. In this paper we focus on the
modelling of distributed production. Especially, we look at the
use of microCHP (Combined Heat and Power) appliances in a
group of houses.
The problem of planning the production runs of the microCHP
is modelled via an ILP formulation, both for a single house and
for a group of houses.
Keywords: scheduling, microgeneration
I. INTRODUCTION
The increasing penetration of renewable energy sources,
the demand for more energy efficient electricity production
and the increase in distributed electricity generation causes
a shift in the way electricity is produced and consumed
[7][9]. Next to the production via large power plants, the
consumers are producing more and more by themselves. Since
uncontrolled distributed production can lead to unsatisfactory
behaviour of the electricity network, distributed generation
needs to be studied. Meanwhile, the central production is
changing due to higher efficiency and environmental demands.
There is a growing demand for renewable energy sources,
which also affects the existing electricity network. Stability
of the electricity grid and controllability of the different ways
of electricity generation are necessary elements in the new
network [10].
In this paper we focus on the use of microCHP (Combined
Heat and Power) as a distributed electricity producer. A mi-
croCHP appliance is a device that not only produces heat for in
home use, just as a conventional boiler, but also electricity (see
e.g. [12]). More generally, the model that is derived is meant
for heat driven electricity generators on a household scale.
Since there are different interested parties, e.g. the household,
the electricity supplier and the grid operator, there are different
objectives too. For this reason, the planning problem is split
into two sub problems. The first sub problem is the heat
driven control of the microCHP and concerns a single house.
The second sub problem concerns the accumulated electricity
generation and deals with a centrally controlled fleet of houses.
In the first sub problem we comply to a household’s heat
demand via a microCHP combined with a heat buffer. At each
moment in time there must be enough heat stored in the buffer
to supply the household demand. The problem is to find a good
schedule, in which the microCHP is switched on and off for
a certain planning period, which in general is one day, using
heat demand predictions to stay within the limits given by the
heat buffer. A good schedule can be defined as a schedule in
which electricity is produced at the most beneficial times for
the household.
The second sub problem combines several single household
problems and tries to make a schedule that is good for the fleet
of houses. This means, that the fleet schedule has to comply
to a prespecified production pattern, which is also based on
electricity demand predictions. For example, the goal may be
to deliver stability in the grid, i.e. the total production of the
fleet should be stable over time.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section
II the first sub problem is explained. Section III describes
the modelling of a group of houses and in Section IV some
scenarios are given and discussed.
II. SINGLE HOUSE MODEL
In this section, we present a model for the use of a
microCHP in a house and derive control methods from this
setting. To achieve this, we need a model that represents a
real house, including all kinds of residential behaviour and a
realistic operation of the microCHP. The heat and electricity
usage patterns of such a real house are called house dynamics.
Residential behaviour, weather conditions (temperature, wind,
sun, light/darkness), the opening of doors and windows, insu-
lation and house dimensions are some of the parameters that
influence the house dynamics. The exact influence of each of
these parameters is unknown and hard to estimate. However,
somehow we need to use these relations in predictions of
domestic heat and electricity usage. In [3] an approach is
presented to predict domestic heat demand by using neural
networks. Household electricity prediction is discussed in e.g.
[4].
We propose a discrete time model that incorporates the
house dynamics and that gives a schedule for the runs of the
microCHP appliance (periods the microCHP is producing). In
this model we use time periods of fixed length. Within each
time period the values of the decision variables are assumed
to be fixed at the same value. The electricity and heat demand
of all kinds of appliances in the house are aggregated over
2the time period, which gives one value for electricity and one
value for heat demand for each time period. The advantage
of a discrete model over a continuous model is that decisions
must be made for time periods, not for moments. Also, in this
way it is easier to take predictions (which are also given in
time periods) into account. Moreover, a controller that controls
the microCHP appliance uses discrete intervals too [8].
In the following sub sections we first present properties of
the microCHP, which result in some constraints that influence
the behaviour of runs of the microCHP. Next we describe the
household demands and derive the scheduling problem for the
microCHP from these demands. We use a heat buffer to create
extra scheduling freedom, since it allows us to partly decouple
heat production and heat consumption.
A. MicroCHP properties
The decision problem in a single house is to switch on
or switch off a microCHP appliance. This decision has to be
made for each time period j ∈ T , where T = {1, 2, . . . , NT }
denotes the set of time periods within the planning horizon.
We denote this decision for time period j by a binary variable
xj , which is 1 in case the microCHP is running and 0 in case
it is not running.
Technical and economical reasons imply that for a good
operation of the microCHP it needs to run for a minimum
consecutive time in which it can at least reach the maximum
power output. This minimum runtime MR is in general larger
than one single time period, i.e. MR > 1 (MR and other
similar parameters are given in time periods). For this reason
we need constraints that keep the microCHP running for
consecutive time periods once it has started. The following
two constraints take care of this:
(MR− 1)xj−1 −
j−2∑
r=j−MR
xr ≤ (MR− 1)xj j > MR (1)
xj−1 ≤ xj 1 < j ≤MR (2)
Consider a time period j > MR. Constraint (1) states that,
if the microCHP is not running in the previous period j − 1
(xj−1 = 0), the left hand side of the equation is smaller than
or equal to 0, which means that the choice for the binary value
of xj is free. On the other hand, if the microCHP is running
during period j − 1 (xj−1 = 1), the choice for the value of
xj is only free, if the microCHP has been running at least
the MR time periods before period j. The left hand side of
(1) is only 0, when the microCHP has been running during
the period j − 1 back to j −MR. If this is not the case, the
left hand side of the equation is larger than 0, which fixes the
choice for xj to 1.
Constraint (1) cannot be applied to the first MR time
periods. For this reason, constraint (2) is introduced for the
time periods 1 up to and including MR. It states that the
value of xj is larger than or equal to the value of xj−1. If
the microCHP is started during the time periods 1, . . . ,MR
it stays running for the rest of these periods. As long as the
microCHP has not been started, there is still full freedom in
the choice of xj .
A second property of the microCHP is that it has to stay
switched off at least a certain amount of time, once it has been
stopped. This minimum offtime MO is required for the engine
to prevent it from being stopped and immediately started too
many times.
Since this constraint is somehow similar to the constraints
regarding the minimum runtime MR, one may model this
constraint similar as the minimum runtime constraints by just
using variables yj := 1 − xj . However, since in practice the
minimum offtime MO is smaller than the minimum runtime
MR, we can use a more tied formulation (more tied in the
sense that the LP-relaxation of the ILP is more tied). The idea
behind this formulation is explained below.
If we consider the change of the microCHP between two
consecutive periods, cj := xj−1 − xj , the variables cj can
only take values from {−1, 0, 1}. Furthermore, if some cj =
1, constraints (1) and (2) ensure that the previous MR − 1
changes cj are zero. This allows us to model the minimum
offtime constraints by:
j−1∑
r=j−MO+1
(xr−1 − xr) ≤ 1− xj j > MO (3)
Let us assume that the microCHP stopped after period t−1
(i.e. xt−1 = 1 and xt = 0), that the next time it has been
started is period j (i.e. xj = 1 and xt = xt+1 = . . . = xj−1 =
0) and that j − t < MO. In this case we get ct = 1, ct+1 =
ct+2 = . . . = cj−1 = 0. As mentioned before, constraints
(1) and (2) ensure that the MR − 1 cj values before t are
all 0. Thus the left hand side of constraint (3) is 1 and the
right hand side 0 for j, which is a contradiction. For all other
situations for xj , constraint (3) does not lead to a restriction.
Since a consecutive sequence of MR+1 cj values can contain
at most one -1 and one +1 value, the only restrictive case is
where xj−1 = 0 and xj = 1. Thus, constraint (3) correctly
models the minimum offtime constraint.
Constraints (1), (2) and (3) force the microCHP appliance
to run correctly, i.e. the values that the sequence of decision
variables xj can take correspond to the lengths of the periods
the microCHP is running or not running in practice. However,
there is no one-to-one relation between the running of the
microCHP and the amount of heat and electricity that is
produced. During starting and stopping less heat and electricity
is produced than during normal operation. Therefore we need
functions that give the relation between the run history of the
microCHP and the corresponding heat/electricity production.
For this reason we introduce the function g, which gives
the value of the produced heat in period j (phj), based on
the on/off status of the microCHP of period j (xj) and the
produced heat in the previous period (phj−1). Table I gives the
heat production of the microCHP in all possible cases (MP
denotes the maximum heat production of the microCHP),
using 6 minutes time periods.
The produced electricity pej is coupled directly to the heat
production. The amount of heat and electricity that is produced
during the planning period is given by equations (4) and (5):
phj = g(xj , phj−1) j ≥ 1 (4)
pej = αphj ∀j ∈ T (5)
3xj phj−1 g(xj , phj−1) status
0 0 0 completely off
1 0 0.25MP on, starting
1 0.25MP 0.75MP on, starting
1 0.75MP MP on, running constantly
1 MP MP on, running constantly
0 MP 0.5MP off, shutting down
0 0.5MP 0 completely off
TABLE I
HEAT PRODUCTION IN CASE OF SIX MINUTES TIME PERIODS (WH)
where ph0 is set to 0.
All situations of the microCHP (starting, running at constant
generation, stopping and not producing) are covered by the
function g. The electricity production pej corresponds to the
produced heat phj multiplied with a constant factor α.
B. Household demand
The constraints of the microCHP, mentioned in the previous
sub section, are necessary constraints that must be fulfilled in
order to have a correct functioning appliance. The question
still remains when and for how long to run the machine. The
decision to switch the microCHP on and off is mostly driven
by the heat demand of the house, but the electricity demand
may also be taken into account. Regarding the heat demand
we have to ensure that the household is never getting out of
supply. The electricity demand does not force the microCHP
to be switched on or off at some moment in time, but it is
important when considering the profit a household can make
by producing at different times of the day (we use different
prices over the day as in [2]). For this reason we incorporate
the electricity demand in the objective function of the problem.
Both heat and electricity demand are assumed to be given
via predictions. For a possible approach to get these predic-
tions we refer e.g. to [3][4][11]. The predictions are used
as input data for the scheduling problem, which means that
both heat and electricity consumption of a single house are
considered to be fixed within the planning period of the
scheduling problem. We introduce parameters CHj and CEj ,
representing the heat and electricity demand in time period j.
At this point, we want to mention that in a real operation of
the control method, besides the predictions also the concrete
consumption has to be taken into account. However, the aim
of this study is to get insight in the possibilities of controlling
the microCHP. The achieved results may then be used as
benchmarks for faster heuristics and runtime methods.
Next to a microCHP, we assume that the house uses a heat
buffer. This heat buffer creates scheduling freedom for the
switch on/off decisions for the microCHP, since it allows us
to produce heat for a certain period j already in earlier time
periods. For taking into account the buffer, we introduce a heat
buffer level hj , which indicates how much thermal energy is
in the buffer at the start of time period j. The change of this
level is given by equations (6) and (7):
hj = hj−1 + phj−1 − CHj−1 j > 1 (6)
h1 = BH (7)
where BH is the thermal energy that is available in the heat
buffer at the start of the first period.
The matching of electricity supply and demand is never a
problem, since we assume that the electricity grid takes care
of in house shortages and surpluses.
The relation between heat demand and heat supply is partly
decoupled by using a heat buffer. In order to supply the given
demand, the heat stored in the buffer is used. In order to always
be able to supply future demand, we need to guarantee that
there is a certain amount of heat extractable from the buffer
during any period. For this reason we introduce a minimum
heat level LL. We also introduce a maximum heat level UL,
which is connected to the buffer capacity.
When the heat buffer level drops below the minimum level
LL, the microCHP has to be switched on. The expectation
is that the heat buffer soon contains no longer heat that can
be extracted. Since we want to supply all heat demand, the
microCHP then has to be switched on. The heat buffer has
a certain capacity. This capacity cannot be exceeded. For
this reason the maximum level UL is chosen, above which
the microCHP needs to be switched off. When this level is
used, the capacity is not expected to be exceeded (even when
the appliance is still producing during the shutdown time).
Constraints (8) and (9) take care of these two levels:
LL(1− xj) ≤ hj ∀j ∈ T (8)
hj + ULxj ≤ 2UL ∀j ∈ T (9)
In constraint (8), xj can take any value as long as hj is
above LL. When hj is below LL, xj is forced to be 1. xj is
forced to be 0 in constraint (9), when hj > UL. In the other
case, xj is not restricted.
C. Resulting problem formulation
In the previous sub sections we modelled a single house
that is equipped with a microCHP and a heat buffer. The
runs of the microCHP are forced by the heat demand of the
house together with the requirements of the heat buffer and
the microCHP properties. The constraints more or less limit
the total production and the number of runs. However, there
is still space to decide on start times and run lengths. The
decisions when to start and for how long to run are triggered
via the objective function.
In general, the objective function depends on electricity
production, in relation with in house parameters, as the heat
and electricity demand, but also with parameters origining
from outside the house, e.g. the prices on the electricity
market. The objective function has the following general form:
z =
∑
j∈T
vjf (pej , CEj , . . .) (10)
If we choose the objective to be a linear function, we get
an ILP formulation of the problem. This single house ILP
formulation is the following:
max /min z
subject to constraints (1)-(9)
xj ∈ {0, 1} ∀j ∈ T
When we choose 6 minutes as the length of each time period
and set the planning horizon to 24 hours, we get 240 decision
4variables xj . Since there are some fixed relations (minimum
runtime and minimum offtime) the decision problem for one
house and for one day is relatively small. This would suggest
another approach of the problem, rather than a costly ILP.
D. Dynamic programming
In this section we propose a dynamic programming formu-
lation (DP) of the single house problem given in the previous
sub section. The planning horizon T = {1, . . . , NT } and the
decisions to switch the microCHP on/off or keep the state
(running or off) unchanged, remain the same. However we do
not actively use the decision variable xj anymore.
We introduce a state tuple (A,B,C) to describe the situa-
tion in a certain time period. A denotes the number of time
periods that the state of the microCHP is unchanged until
the start of the current period (positive values indicating that
the microCHP is running and negative values indicating that
the microCHP is off). B is the total number of periods the
microCHP has been running for the whole planning period
until the current period and C is the number of runs of
the microCHP which have already been finished. For each
time period j ∈ T and state (A,B,C) we define the cost
function Fj(A,B,C), which aims at minimizing the costs
from time period j until the end of the planning horizon,
NT , assuming that the current situation is characterized by the
state (A,B,C). The costs between two consecutive states in
sequential time periods can vary for different time periods and
states. In this way the costs represent the objective function
in Section II-C. The hard constraints in Section II-A and II-B
are represented by costs of ∞.
Regarding the heat demand in Section II-B we have the
following. The total amount of generated heat (electricity) can
be deducted from the combination of A, B and C. Since the
demand of each time period and the start level of the heat
buffer are known, we can deduce for each state in each time
period whether lower and upper levels of the heat buffer are
exceeded or not. In case there is a violation, a penalty of∞ is
given to the corresponding state. The minimum runtime and
offtime constraints from Section II-A now can be taken into
account by looking at the value of A and penalizing ‘wrong’
state changes in the DP with a value of ∞.
0
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Fig. 1. A possible representation of state (3,13,2)
In Figure 1 a representation of state (3, 13, 2) is given. Note
that the exact start positions and lengths of completed runs are
not taken into consideration via the state tuple (A,B,C). Only
the necessary information (the total amount of generated heat
and the previous state change of the microCHP) is stored. The
total amount of generated heat is enough information to fulfil
the heat buffer constraints and the previous state change of the
microCHP is enough information to fulfil the runtime/offtime
constraints.
. . .
. . .
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Fig. 2. State changes from (3,13,2) with corresponding costs
Figure 2 shows an example for two state changes that
are possible from (3, 13, 2). In the given case, switching the
microCHP off is not possible, either due to minimum runtime
constraints (MR > 3) or due to heat demand (in this case the
lower level is reached at the start of time period j).
Via a backtracking algorithm the value of F0(0, 0, 0) can
be calculated. The path(s) corresponding to this value give the
state tuple changes which correspond to the xj values in the
ILP formulation. Since there are O(NT 3) state tuples and there
are NT time periods to evaluate, the dynamic programming
approach of the single house model has runtime O(NT 4).
For solving a single house problem the DP approach is
surely preferable to the ILP approach. However, if we intro-
duce several houses into a combined model, the state space
explodes. Therefore for the problem of controlling a fleet of
houses, we continue with our ILP formulation.
III. MODEL OF A GROUP OF HOUSES
For a single house, as modelled in Section II, the problem is
heat led and optimized for electricity production at beneficial
times. When we consider a group of houses, the individual
production is still based on the heat demand within the single
house, since we do not consider sharing heat between houses,
due to expected large energy losses. However, in the context
of a Virual Power Plant (VPP) [6], we can start thinking of
combining the individual production capacities of all houses
into a concept of aggregated electricity production. On top
of a heat led single house we place electricity led fleet
production constraints in the model. This means that we do
not only want to optimize for electricity production via soft
objective variables, but that we use hard constraints on the
total electricity production of the fleet of houses over all time
periods. More precisely, we specify a production pattern in
advance, that must be met, within some limits.
A. Electricity production
The production pattern can be derived from e.g. the day
ahead market prices on the APX [2] or the load control
objectives as in [5]. This pattern gives the preferable amount
of electricity to be produced in the periods. As in general it
is not possible to precisely match this pattern, we incorporate
this pattern in two different ways into the model. On the one
hand we only allow a certain deviation from the given pattern
per period (this allowed deviation may be dependent on the
time period) and on the other hand we penalize the deviation
in the objective function.
Formally, we introduce a set of houses H = {1, . . . , NH}.
For each house i ∈ H we take the model from Section II-C
5(note that each variable/parameter gets a superscript i for
house i) and we add the following constraint:
TE
min
j ≤
∑
i∈H
pe
i
j ≤ TEmaxj ∀j ∈ T (11)
in which TEminj and TE
max
j represent the boundaries
of the desired production pattern at time period j and
TEminj +TE
max
j
2 gives the preferable production pattern in time
period j. The total produced electricity in all houses needs to
be within these boundaries. The values of TEminj and TE
max
j
determine the deviation of the desired shape of the production
pattern. If a feasible schedule is impossible, constraint (11) can
be weakened by increasing TEmaxj and decreasing TE
min
j .
If this is the case, the desired production pattern can still be
incorporated in the objective function, such that the model still
tries to map the schedule onto the intentional pattern.
B. Resulting problem formulation
The objective function has the following general form:
z =
∑
j∈T
∑
i∈H
v
i
jf
i
(
pe
i
j , CE
i
j , TE
max
j , TE
min
j , . . .
)
Finally, the two sub problems combined result in the fol-
lowing formulation:
max /min z
subject to:
LLi(1− xij) ≤ hij ∀i ∈ H, j ∈ T
hij + UL
ixij ≤ 2ULi ∀i ∈ H, j ∈ T
(MRi − 1)xij−1 −
j−2∑
r=j−MRi
x
i
r ≤ (MRi − 1)xij ∀i ∈ H, j > MRi
xij−1 ≤ xij ∀i ∈ H, 1 < j ≤MRi
j−1∑
r=j−MOi+1
(
x
i
r−1 − xir
)
≤ 1− xij ∀i ∈ H, j > MOi
phij = g(x
i
j , ph
i
j−1) ∀i ∈ H, j ≥ 1
peij = αph
i
j ∀i ∈ H, j ∈ T
hij = h
i
j−1 + ph
i
j−1 − CHij−1 ∀i ∈ H, j > 1
hi1 = BH
i ∀i ∈ H
TE
min
j ≤
∑
i∈H
pe
i
j ≤ TEmaxj ∀j ∈ T
xij ∈ {0, 1} ∀i ∈ H, j ∈ T
If we choose a linear function as the objective function
we get an ILP formulation. For a problem, consisting of 10
houses and 240 periods (a schedule for one day), we have 2400
decision variables xj . Since we demand a certain amount of
electricity production of all houses (via TEmaxj and TE
min
j ),
local decisions in one house influence the decisions in other
houses to switch on or off the microCHP. Unfortunately, this
does not decrease the number of decisions which have to be
made as easy as the dependencies in each house (minimum
runtime/offtime) do.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In Section III we propose a model of a group of houses,
equipped with a microCHP appliance, and show an ILP
formulation that combines the heat led single house model and
the electricity led fleet production. This model can be used to
derive feasible and possibly optimal schedules for the runs of
the microCHP in all houses.
Considering these properties, the model can play an impor-
tant role in defining comparative benchmark scenarios to test
future control methods in the context of a VPP. The schedules
produced by the ILP solver can be used for an exploration of
the possibilities and properties of using microCHP appliances
in a fleet of houses.
To get more insight in the problem specific properties we
define three scenarios. These scenarios are described in Section
IV-A. Section IV-B gives the schedules, which result from an
implementation in AIMMS [1], and discusses the decisions
that are made. Finally recommendations and future work are
presented.
A. Scenarios
In our view, a future approach of controlling a fleet of
microCHP appliances consists of an offline one-day-ahead
schedule on the one side and online rescheduling methods
during the operation of the houses on the other side. A first
approach to the offline scheduling part is the model derived in
this paper. For this reason we use a 24 hour planning period
for scenarios to test our approach. As mentioned in Section
II, we use discrete time periods of 6 minutes, which results in
2400 decision variables xj for the problem.
The goal of the scenarios is to show that we can control the
production of a fleet of houses in two ways. In the first scenario
a constant preferable pattern is demanded, while all houses
follow the same consumption pattern. The problem here is to
investigate whether the production of individual houses can
be shifted in time, since the production in the rest of the fleet
limits the decision to let the microCHP run in each individual
house. The second scenario tries to shift the production of
houses to more beneficial periods in time. Meanwhile there
is no restriction on the total production of the fleet. This
scenario shows the capabilities of the fleet of houses to shift
simultaneously runs in time. In the third scenario we combine
the first two scenarios and use both the preferable production
pattern and the objective function to steer the production runs.
1) Scenario 1: We consider a fleet of 10 houses. Since the
first scenario is set up to see whether we can schedule runs of
individual houses under fleet production constraints, we want
to create a rather difficult situation. By increasing the heat
demand of the houses we force many runs of the microCHPs.
We use a heat demand of 350 Wh for all time periods. This
value is the maximum heat demand we observed in the average
heat profile, derived from measurements in six houses for a
complete week in winter [3]. The total heat demand in such
a house adds up to 84 kWh, which is about 1.6 times the
average demand of the six houses. Each house uses the same
microCHP with MR = 5, MO = 5, MP = 800 Wh per six
minutes and α = 18 , and a heat buffer with LL = 1 kWh and
6UL = 9 kWh. The heat level at the start of the day varies per
house, from 1 to 10 kWh with steps of 1 kWh. The electricity
profile is a standard profile as described in [8]. The preferable
production pattern is bounded from above by TEmaxj = 500
Wh for all time periods j. This indicates that a maximum of
5 microCHP appliances can run simultaneously at maximum
production. The lower level TEminj is set to 0, in order to
allow some flexibility of the solution. Since the average fleet
production needs to be about 0.44 kWh per time period, a
feasible schedule needs to be tight to the upper level TEmaxj .
The objective is to match heat demand and supply with the
minimum amount of production (so use the available heat in
the heat buffer as much as possible).
2) Scenario 2: In the second scenario we again use a fleet
of 10 houses, equipped with the same microCHP appliance
and heat buffer as above. Also, the heat and electricity profile
are the same as in the first scenario. The goal of this scenario
is to show the flexibility of shifting runs in time, in a difficult
setting in which a lot of heat production is required. We do not
use a preferable production pattern, since we want to steer the
production via the objective function. Based on the day ahead
market prices of the APX [2], which are given in hours, we
make a distinction of the benefit of the periods in 12 different
types. The two hours with the lowest average electricity prices
get the highest penalty costs attached; the two hours with
the highest average electricity prices get the lowest penalty
costs. The penalty costs have a logarithmic scale. Note, that
we use penalty costs, since we consider a minimization of the
objective.
3) Scenario 3: The third scenario combines the first and
second scenario in the way that both the price based objective
and the preferable production pattern are used. In this sce-
nario we incorporated an average heat profile instead of the
maximum heat demand profile, since we want to show the
flexibility of the model in a realistic scenario, in which there
is more space to shift with runs. The objective function is the
same as used in scenario 2.
B. Results
The schedules of the three scenarios are plotted in Figures
3, 4 and 5. Runs are plotted as blocks. The 10 houses are
plotted on the vertical axis. The position of a block indicates
the house the microCHP belongs to and the starting time of
the run. The length of a block corresponds to the amount of
time periods the microCHP is running subsequently. In case
a background color is used, this color indicates the type of
electricity price period, red corresponding to low prices and
green to high prices.
We implemented the developed model in AIMMS modelling
software, using the CPLEX 11.1 solver.
1) Scenario 1: In Figure 3 we can see that at every
time period no more than 5 houses are producing, which
corresponds to constraint (11). To achieve this, a schedule is
produced in which most of the runs are exactly the minimum
runtime. Figure 6 shows the distribution of the run length of
all runs in the first scenario. Using a minimum runtime of
half an hour (5 periods) we can schedule a tight production
pattern. The runtime in AIMMS is almost half an hour and
it produces an almost optimal solution (the best solution used
995 production periods, while a lower bound gives 989.375
periods).
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Fig. 3. Schedule of scenario 1
2) Scenario 2: The APX prices in Figure 4 show the ben-
eficial production hours from red (not desired) to green (very
beneficial). The hours in which production is not beneficial
are almost not used for production. Only one microCHP is
running for a single time period during the most unwanted
hours. As can be seen in Figure 6 there are more longer runs
than in the first scenario. These runs take place at the most
beneficial hours. This schedule shows that we can decouple
production from household demand to a large extent. The
runtime in AIMMS is more than 2.6 hours and it produces
a solution to the objective of 1.1332 × 1012 (which is a gap
of 23 % to the lower bound of 8.6732× 1011).
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Fig. 4. Schedule of scenario 2
3) Scenario 3: The scenario that is proposed in the previous
sub section is not solved by the CPLEX solver. However, when
we stop using logarithmic penalty costs and steer more via the
preferable production pattern, a feasible solution is given in
Figure 5. In the hours with the highest prices, the peak of
5 microCHPs producing simultaneously is reached. The hours
7with the lowest price are not used for production. The schedule
uses mostly short runs and gives a solution within half an hour,
which is almost optimal (606 with a lower bound of 599.5875).
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Fig. 5. Schedule of scenario 3
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Fig. 6. The lengths of the runs of the microCHPs in scenario 1, 2 and 3
C. Future work
In this paper, we have shown that scheduling the microCHPs
of a fleet of houses is possible. We can decouple production
from consumption and we can influence the number of mi-
croCHP appliances that are producing at the same time, while
we do not harm the households comfort.
In future work we want to use this insight to create
controlling methods that are faster than the presented ILP
approach. However, the quality of the schedules may not
deviate too much from the best possible solution. Therefore,
the ILP model can be used as a benchmark for new developed
methods.
Besides considering the scheduling problem for a day ahead,
we want to come up with online rescheduling methods, in
order to incorporate real time electricity and heat consumption
next to predictions.
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